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GOLD BUG LOGIC
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INVESTMENT CYCLES MUST MATTER FOR INVESTORS

By Robert ‘Hap’ Sneddon,
FCSI, President

Stock markets have a pulse and rhythm too. Stock prices, or any
security price such as bonds, real estate or gold, wax and wane in
regular cycles. Like time, their cycles are divisible. Traders using
algorithms as in high frequency trading rely on ticks or each and
every trade of a security. The wavelength of the cycle would be
Every day, all about us, there are cycles at work. Cycles can
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at the low end of the cycle and selling at the high end. Similarly,
few. Cycles lengths can be consistent and indivisible, such as
investors can use the totality of all price movement in a month,
the lunar cycle which with some adjustments for the moon’s
and combine several years’ worth of months together to get a
orbital proximity to the earth or the sun occurs every 29.5 days.
picture of a decade long or more cycle. Essentially the process
Other things reveal cycles within cycles. Time for example, can be
is the same for both; just the investment timeframe is different.
measured in millennia down to milliseconds.
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etermine the length of that particular cycle to profit from buying at the low end of the cycle and
elling at the high end. Similarly, investors can use the totality of all price movement in a month,

omies too move in up trending cycles of growth, characterised by recession, troughs, recoveries
eaks.

As the chart of the Dow Jones on the previous page reveals, there are many
cycles at work simultaneously. Economies too move in up trending cycles
of growth, characterised by recession, troughs, recoveries and peaks.
The challenge to the conventional investment community is acknowledging
that markets do move in cycles at all, such that they alter their investment
choices, including portfolio cash levels. The traditional approach to
investing always must need reasons or understanding for price movements.
While yes, sometimes, there are reasons that support price movements,
in many instances only “perception” changes. In the late 90’s technology
companies earnings per share were non-existent or negative, yet the
market bid up stocks to astronomical values. Today, some of the same
companies who now have legitimate earnings are trading at a fraction of
their old prices. If you are a pure value investor you may purchase those
assets today and simply wait for the potential appreciation. The catch is if
you are trying to realise portfolio returns year in and year out this strategy
may not match up with your investment horizon; it may take too long.

Economies move upwards as they go through cycles.
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of market history we see three distinct and large or secular cycles in stockwere
prices beginning at or near the turn of the century. The first cycle is

characterized by modernity, the second by changes in post-WWII demographics and the last, and most recent, by technology. Forecasting what
the economic and social traits will be of the next secular up cycle in stocks is a difficult task. We have seen that futurists, more than not, often
get it wrong. Hmm, will it be some human biotechnological advancement? Or will it have to do with Nano technology? Maybe it won’t have
anything to do with technology, but to do with human social organisation or politics.
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MODERNITY
• banking & trade
• manufacturing
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• end of wartime
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• suburbia begin
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TECHNOLOGY
• personal computer
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The application of cycle analysis and advantage to investing is simply in understanding where you are at in the cycle or timeframe that concerns
you the most. If you are near or in retirement, or place asset protection high on your investment priorities, looking at the hundred year up-andto-the-right trend of the stock market does you little good if you are also exposed to a dramatic period of underperformance as we are in now.
Similarly, adopting a minute by minute trading strategy is unsuitable as well.
robert@castlemoore.com
The intermediate cycle is the most valid timeframe, and knowing where
1.905.847.1125 or toll free: 1.877.289.5673 www.castlemoore.com
you are at within it.

RECENT MEDIA
We’ve been busy lately. Investors and the media are looking for answers to
what ails the global economy, and well, they’ve been calling us. If you missed
our recent TV appearances on BNN or would like to watch the playbacks click
on the link below.
Any technical difficulties: call Matt 1.877.289.5673
Here’s an article we did with Bloomberg: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-01-05/
canadian-stocks-retreat-as-demand-for-french-bonds-declines.html
BNN Appearances http://www.castlemoore.com/businessnewsnetwork.php
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THE CHART PAGES
GOLD BULLION

GOLD BULLION

At the time of publication we are considering our re-entry into gold bullion after having been out of the
precious metal since late summer, and after having “shorted” it briefly thereafter. As this 3 year chart of
gold indicates in the lower three panels, many of the indicators we look at for position entry and exit
have become extended to the downside. While there is still a potential for the metal to fall further on a
spike down, the long term trend is in the process of re-establishing itself.

At the time of publication we are considering our re-entry into
gold bullion after having been out of the precious metal since late
summer, and after having “shorted” it briefly thereafter. As this
3 year chart of gold indicates in the lower three panels, many of
the indicators we look at for position entry and exit have become
extended to the downside. While there is still a potential for the
metal to fall further on a spike down, the long term trend is in the
process of re-establishing itself.
LOONIE

LOONIE

The Canadian dollar has moved in lock step with global equities over the last two and a half years. It
had become a “risk on” currency; meaning when investors began taking on more risk it benefitted
commodity-related currencies such as the Loonie. Going-forward, it’s not as clear by the technical
evidence that this correlation still exists. We may have entered a period where global stocks appreciate
and the currency moves sideways.

The Canadian dollar has moved in lock step with global equities
over the last two and a half years. It had become a “risk on”
currency; meaning when investors began taking on more risk it
benefitted commodity-related currencies such as the Loonie.
Going-forward, it’s not as clear by the technical evidence that this
correlation still exists. We may have entered a period where global
stocks appreciate and the currency moves sideways.
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Most portfolio types still hold a 20% weighting in long term Government of Canada Bonds, down from
over 40% as of mid-November 2011. The long term trend is up though bonds could still drop more than
10% and remain a very profitable investment. Our 3 part bond model – one larger “master” model and
2 shorter models – has had one shorter term component move to “sell”.

Most portfolio types still hold a 20% weighting in long term
Government of Canada Bonds, down from over 40% as of midNovember 2011. The long term trend is up though bonds could still
drop more than 10% and remain a very profitable investment. Our 3
part bond model – one larger “master” model and 2 shorter models –
has had one shorter term component move to “sell”.
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This 3 year chart US dollar index, a depiction of the price of the US dollar as measure against a basket
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THE CHART PAGES
exposure (25% approximately) and of this, most is in defensive, positive sectors such as utilities,
pipelines and telecos

CANADIAN EQUITIES

US EQUITIES

CANDIAN EQUITIES

In the middle to late September, equities are under duress, and Canadian equities has a little more froth
to them because the stimulus funds (The Quantitative Easings I&II) went straight to commodities. The
chart shows the various support levels, with the most critical being the near term support found at the
th
August 8 lows around 11,600 for the TSX. At present CastleMoore clients have very little stock

The Canadian stock market on the whole peaked in February
and has been moving sideways for the last few months trying
to recoup the -15% loss. CastleMoore has positioned portfolios
in securities that have significantly outperformed the TSX and
provided positive returns over the last year. A break above
resistance overhead allows for index-based investments for Class
portfolios and additional sector and individual equity securities for
Focus, SVA and Two-Way.

US EQUITIES

US stocks which peaked in March are off only 7% from their highs,
owing to much less exposure to the resource sector and troubles
in Europe. Like the TSX, overhead resistance if crossed will then act
as support, indicating higher price levels for US stocks. Today the
top sectors for US stocks in order are utilities, consumer staples,
healthcare, biotech and consumer discretionary.

WHAT MAKES CASTLEMOORE UNIQUE AND VALUABLE?
• Management of Client Life Savings

• All-Inclusive Fee Pricing

• Not Stock Brokers or Mutual Fund Salesman

• Focused Approach – No “Super-Market of Services”

• Discretionary Asset Management

• Pre-Existing Portfolio Transition Option

• Methodical and Disciplined

• Effective Portfolio Management – Plain & Simple

• Unemotional, Unbiased Decision-making

• Broad & Deep Industry Experience

• Low Loss Tolerance

• Managed Asset Classes – cash, maturities,
ETFs/stocks, precious metals

Head Office
12 – 2441 Lakeshore Road
Oakville, ON L6L 1H6

Phone
Fax

1.905.847.1400
1.416.352.0190

Toll Free
Email

1.877.289.5673
info@castlemoore.com

www.castlemoore.com

This commentary is not to be considered as offering investment advice on any particular security or market. Please consult a professional or
if you invest on your own do your homework and get a good plan, before risking any of your hard earned money. The information provided in
CastleMoore Investment Commentary or News, a publication for clients and friends of CastleMoore Inc., is intended to provide a broad look at
investing wisdom, and in particular, investment methodologies or techniques. We avoid recommending specific securities due to the inherent
risk any one security poses to ones’ overall investment success. Our advice to our clients is based on their risk tolerance, investment objectives,
previous market experience, net worth and current income. Please contact CastleMoore Inc. if you require further clarification on this disclaimer.
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LOWER RISKS FOR HIGHER RETURNS

For those that don’t subscribe to interest rate timing here is a simple methodology to at
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would have used the structural breakdown in the index to hedge your holdings or even look for sh
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specific example. Our TSX Value
portfolio sold RIM in April 2011
when it broke a key structural line.
It could be a buy soon?
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A REPRIEVE FROM PENALTIES FOR US NON-FILERS

By Ed Arbuckle,
CA, FCA, TEP
There is probably little doubt that there are readers of this newsletter
1040 Income Tax Returns
who are US citizens living in Canada and should be filing US personal
• Explanation for not meeting your filing obligation
tax returns – Form 1040 to be exact. They also should be filing a
financial accounts report called an FBAR (Foreign Bank Account
• Indication that your Canadian filing compliance has always been met
Report). But
they are not.
A REPRIEVE
FROM PENALTIES FOR US NON-FILERS
• Indication that you filed as soon as you were aware of your obligation
The United States Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has gone through
There is probably little doubt that there are readers of this newsletter who are US citizens living in
• Never been penalized by the IRS
several amnesty programs recently calling for US citizens to get their
Canada and should be filing US personal tax returns – Form 1040 to be exact. They also should be
tax
filing
up
to
date.
In
December
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the
IRS
had
a
major
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filing a financial accounts report called an FBAR (Foreign Bank Account Report).
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and announced that draconian penalties for late filing would be
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file six years
tax returns
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Internal Americans
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• Could not be reasonably expected to know of filing obligations
FBAR Returnss
• •All of the income from accounts was reported on US tax returns
• The taxpayer was unaware of the requirement to file the FBAR
• The taxpayer promptly filed the return when they became aware
of their obligation
• The taxpayer relied on US tax advice from a 1040 tax preparer and no
such advice was provided
• All of the financial accounts exist for legitimate purposes
• No intended efforts were made to subvert the reporting of income
or assets
• The income tax has been fully reported and paid for all prior years
• The
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think ato the 1040 tax preparer
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return
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the
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to file
tax returns
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you
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understand
and
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born
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registered with the IRS can prepare US tax returns. Our website contains
with two US citizen parents (no matter where they were born) and
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to comply
with
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to
prepare
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unfiled
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to each
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unlikefor
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of most
requires
its citizens
file tax returns
no matter where they live in the world. The US taxes you both on the
1040 Income Tax Returns
basis of US citizenship or US residence.
Ed Arbuckle CA, FCA, TEP, Personal Wealth
• Explanation for not meeting your filing obligation
Strategies - Fee based family wealth planners,
• Indication
your
Canadian
filing compliance
has
alwaysisbeen
In order
to complythat
with
recent
IRS pronouncements,
our
practice
to met
205 – 30 Dupont St. E., Waterloo, Ontario
•
Indication
that
you
filed
as
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as
you
were
aware
of
your
obligation
prepare six years of unfiled returns for our clients and attach a letter to
Phone: 519-884-7087 www.finplans.net
•
Never
been
penalized
by
the
IRS
each return indicating the following:
• Recent changes to UStax law or forms that you were not reasonably aware of
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VOLATILITY IS HERE TO STAY

product or service, the cheaper it is the more we consume it, and with
higher volume comes higher volatility to both sides of the ledger. When it
costs as little as it does to trade, investors also react to smaller and smaller
news items and events in an attempt to earn higher returns.

By Jason Dubbeldam

Volatility today is an ever-present challenge to successful investing, increasing risk and limiting
returns. The last 11 years have born witness to some of the most extreme price swings in securities
and portfolio values for investors in their investment experience. That said, such volatility is far
from unheard of. Largely trendless stock markets, like the ones the world is currently wrestling with,
or large corrective actions have occurred before, most recently during the 70’s, but of course the
reasons are always different.

Volatility today is an ever-present challenge to successful investing,
increasing risk and limiting returns. The last 11 years have born witness
So what are the causes of much of the volatility seen recently in our equity markets? Although there
are several to be sure, three have had significant impact. The first, and largely the catalyst for the
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Until recently, both in North American and around the world, trading on equity markets were a
different.
costly endeavour. The labour intensity involved in running and maintaining an equity exchange has
been drastically reduced through the help of computers and the networks they run on. These new and
efficient means of trading allowed for increased competition both among market providers and
management firms alike. So much progress has been made that individuals can now manage their own
investments online through a multitude of providers. As with any product or service, the cheaper it is

So what are the causes of much of the volatility seen recently in our
equity markets? Although there are several to be sure, three have had
significant impact. The first, and largely the catalyst for the other two,
is the drastic reduction in trading costs provided both by increased
market and investment management competition and the efficiency
of electronic trading systems. Cheaper trading costs allowed for the
proliferation of Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) and the rise of high
frequency algorithm trading.
Until recently, both in North American and around the world, trading on
equity markets were a costly endeavour. The labour intensity involved
in running and maintaining an equity exchange has been drastically
reduced through the help of computers and the networks they run
on. These new and efficient means of trading allowed for increased
competition both among market providers and management firms alike.
So much progress has been made that individuals can now manage their
own investments online through a multitude of providers. As with any
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It’s not just individuals who have taken advantage of the lower costs of
trading. Firms have taken the opportunity to innovate. This has led to the
introduction of ETFs. By their nature ETFs can only intensify moves made
in the markets they track. When price action in the underlying stocks
causes index weightings to change, hundreds of ETFs worldwide must
follow suit. This higher level of turnover made possible by the reduction
in trading costs already discussed and the cost savings of passive
management. If the power that these forces can have in the underlying
market is at all in doubt, one must only look at the example of gold. ETFs
allowed the average investor to trade and hold physical gold for the
first time. Managers and individuals clamoured for this new means of
portfolio diversification and the precious metal took off.
But the innovation doesn’t stop there. Both the introduction of electronic
trading and reduction in trading costs has allowed an entirely new form
of portfolio management to emerge: high frequency algorithm trading.
The moniker alone doesn’t even attempt to hide its high level of buying
and selling. Managers build mathematical rules into a trading program
and the computer does the rest, buying and selling based on a multitude
of market observations and calculations. This has had not only the effect
of increasing volume, but volatility as well as the trading programs are
built to be cold calculators, not always agreeing with the broad market
sentimentality or conclusions on any particular day, week, month or year,
and sometimes in direct contradiction to the popular trade of the time in
attempts to take advantage of sentiment change or simply a reversion
to the mean.
Of course there are other reasons for why we see market volatility in
varying degrees at any time. Currently, the culprits happen to be ongoing
sovereign debt problems and slow and slowing economies. But these are
temporary issues, however long it seems for them to be dealt with. What
should be of greater concern to long term investing is dealing with these
underlying shifts in the market and investment management landscape
grown and encouraged by low-cost and electronic trading opportunities
and platforms. It is key to not “fight fire with fire” by increasing your own
trading volumes in an attempt to stay ahead of this increasing volatility
as that is more likely to simply increase your own portfolio’s volatility and
eat away at profit. What’s needed is a methodology that steps outside
of the emotion and drama of the impact of these developments to
calmly and consistently find markets and assets that are profitable. By
expanding the investment scope beyond just the equity market, we
find there are opportunities to participate in solid long-term uptrends
elsewhere while we selectively manage equity positions with attention
to risk management levels and an unbiased sell discipline.
jason@castlemoore.com
1.905.582.7350 or toll free: 1.877.289.5673 www.castlemoore.com
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